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ABSTRACT 
We show that i fa > 1 is any fixed integer, then for a sufficiently large x > 1, the nth Fibonacci number F~ 
is a base a pseudopfime only for at most (4 + o(1))rc(x) ofposifive integers n ~< x. The same result holds 
for Mersenne numbers 2 n - 1 and for one more general class of Lucas sequences. A slight modification 
of our method also leads to similar esults for polynomial sequences f(n),  where f E Z[XI. Finally, we 
use a different technique to get a much sharper upper bound on the counting fimction of the positive 
integers n such that ~(n) is a base a pseudoprime, where ¢ is the Euler function. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let a > 1 be an integer. A base a pseudopr ime is a compos i te  integer n such that 
n]  a n a .  
It is easy to see that i f  we write u~ = (a ~ 1) / (a  1), then  u~ can  be a pr ime 
or a base a pseudopr ime prov ided that n is a pr ime or a base a pseudopr ime 
with gcd(n,  a 1) = 1. The above observat ion  is an immediate  consequence  of  
an e lementary  cons iderat ion  concern ing  the order of  a modu lo  un. In part icular ,  n 
is e i ther a pr ime or a base a pseudopr ime.  Note that the set cons is t ing of  p r imes  and 
base a pseudopr imes  is o f  asymptot ic  densi ty  zero, wi th  main  cont r ibut ion  coming 
f rom the pr imes  (see Sect ion 3 in [6]). Moreover ,  if, for example ,  a b 2, then an 
obvious a lgebraic  reason ensures that un is compos i te  for all n ~> 3. In part icular,  
the sequence (4 ~ - 1) /3 takes at least re(x) - 2 pseudopr ime values to the base 2 
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for n ~< x (namely, for each prime n p > 3), where, as usual, ;r(x) is the number 
of primes p ~< x. 
O f course, this argument fails if one asks, say for the values of n such that 2 ~ 1 
is a base 3 pseudoprime, for example. 
We recall that a composite integer which is a pseudoprime with respect o all 
bases a > 1 is called a Carmichael number. Results and conjectures concerning 
Carmichael numbers can be found in [1,11]. 
For a given sequence of integers (un)~>o, a base a > 1 and a positive real number 
x, we write 
79(u,a;x) {n ~[1, x]: u~ isabase apseudoprime}. 
Here, we estimate #~P(u, a; x) for certain Lucas sequences. Recall that a Lucas 
sequence is a sequence of integers of  the form 
Cg n /3n 
u ~ - - - -  n=0,  l , . . . ,  
c~ /3 ' 
where c~ and/3 are the roots of  the characteristic polynomial T 2 AT B, with 
nonzero integers A and B subject to the restrictions A 2 + 4B # 0 and (A, B) # 
(±1, -1 ) .  
An important example of  such a Lucas sequence is the Fibonacci sequence 
denoted by (F~)~>o and corresponding to the pair (A, B) = (1, 1), for which 
c~ = (1 + a/5)/2 is the golden section, and/3 = (1 a/5)/2 is its conjugate. 
The sequence u~ (4 ~ - 1)/3, which we have mentioned above, shows that 
Theorem 1 below is tight up to the factor of  4 (it is a particular case corresponding 
to the case (ii) of  Theorem 1 with A = 5, B = 4). 
We also estimate #~D(u, a; x) for sequences u,~ = f (n) ,  where f (X )  c Z[X] is a 
nonconstant polynomial. We also exhibit some connections between this question 
and Wieferich primes. 
We use a different echnique to get a much sharper upper bound on the number 
positive integers n ~< x such that ~o(n) is a base a pseudoprime, where 9) is the Euler 
fimction. 
In particular, it follows from our results that i fa  > 1 is any fixed positive integer, 
then either F,~ or 2 ~ 1, or f (n) ,  or ~o(n) is a base a pseudoprime only on a set of 
n of asymptotic density zero. 
Before stating our results, we recall that there is a large literature already 
concerning prime values of  the sequences (u~)~>o considered by us. For example, 
if (u,~),~>o is a Lucas sequence, then it is known that if n is sufficiently large then u,~ 
can be prime only when n p is a prime. Not much is known unconditionally. 
For example, given a Lucas sequence, it is not known if there exist infinitely 
many primes p such that up is prime, nor is it known that there exist infinitely 
many primes p such that up is composite (unless there are obvious algebraic 
reasons for a nontrivial divisibility relation as in the example u~ (4 ~ - 1)/3 
(2 ~ - 1)(2 ~ + 1)/3). Heuristically, given that the probability of  a random number 
n to be prime is 1/ logn,  and given that logu~ x n, one conjectures that (unless 
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some clear arithmetic reasons indicate differently) the number of prime values in 
the sequence un for n ~< x is about 
1 xZ  1 xloglogx. 
logup p~<x e~<x p
Concerning composite values of up, Drobot [8] has shown that if p > 7 is a prime 
such that 2p 1 is also a prime, and p is congruent to one of 2 or 4 modulo 5, then 
21) - 1 I Fp and 21) - 1 < Fp, therefore Fp is not prime for such values of  p. 
Concerning polynomials, it is clear that if f (X )  ~ Z[X] is either not irreducible or 
not primitive, then f (n )  can be a prime only for finitely many values of n. When f 
is irreducible and primitive of  degree deg f = d, the famous conjecture Schinzel's 
Hypothesis H (see [18]) predicts that ]f(n)l is prime for infinitely many values 
of n, and Bateman and Horn (see [3,4]) have given quantitative versions of this 
conjecture which predict that 
Y 
#{n c [1, x]: I f(n)l  is prime} = (cf + o(1)) ( l°gx) d , 
where c f  > 0 is a constant hat depends on f .  The fact that the cardinality of this set 
is of  order of magnitude at most x/ ( logx)  d follows from classical sieve methods, 
but there is no irreducible polynomial of degree d > 1 for which a lower bound of 
the above order of  magnitude on the cardinality of  the above set is known to hold. 
Finally, since p(n) is even if n > 2, there are no prime values of  the form p(n) 
for n > 6. 
Throughout this paper, we use the Vinogradov symbols >> and << and the Landau 
symbols O and o with their regular meanings. The constants implied by them 
may depend on the given sequence (u~)~>0 and on the base a. For a positive real 
number x, we use logx for the maximum between the natural ogarithm o fx  and 1, 
and for every integer k ~> 1, we write log~ x for the k-fold iteration of  log x. 
As we have mentioned, we use rr(x) for the number of  prime numbers p ~< x. 
For a positive integer n, we write P(n) for the largest prime factor o fn  and co(n) 
for the number of  distinct prime divisors of n. In particular, several results about the 
distribution of smooth numbers, that is, positive integers n ~< x with P (n) ~< y, play 
a crucial role in out" arguments (see [13,19] for exhaustive accounts of such results). 
2. LUCAS SEQUENCES 
In this section, we estimate the number of pseudoprimes for three distinct classes 
of Lucas sequences. 
Theorem 1. Assume that (u~)n>~o is" a Lucas sequence whose characteristic 
polynomial T 2 AT  B c Z[T] satisfies' one of  the following conditions: 
(i) (A,B)  (1,1); 
(ii) A B + 1; 
(iii) B = 1. 
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Then, for any base a > 1, we have the bound 
##(u,  a; x) ~< (4 + o(1))7r(x). 
Proof. We start with the case (i), that is, with the case of the Fibonacci sequence 
u,~ = F,~, and then explain how to adapt this proof  for Lucas sequences atisfying 
either (ii) or (iii). 
We let x be a large positive real number and put 
Let 
y exp(( logx)l /4).  
S = {n <<.x: P(n) < y}. 
By a result of de Bruijn (see [5,7], as well as Corollary 1.3 of [13] and Chapter III.5 
of [ 19]), the bound 
(1) #S ~< xexp( ( l+o(1) )u logu)  
holds as u ~ co, where u = l ogx / logy ,  provided that u <<. y~/2, which is satisfied 
for the above choice of y. 
Let 
Clearly, 
T~ {n<~x: P(n)>~ yandP(n)  2 n}. 
p/•y X X (2) 7 << -.y 
LetQ ~(u,a ;x )  \ (SUT~). 
Each n c Q can be written as n =pm with some positive integer m, where p = 
P(n) ) y. Furthermore, m <<. x /y  and P(m) < p. 
Since Fp ] Fp~, we also have Fp I a(a F~p 1 _ 1). I f  p ¢ 5, then every prime 
factor of Fp is congruent o ± 1 (mod p), therefore if x is sufficiently large, say 
such that p 1 ~> y 1 > Inax{a, 5}, then Fp is coprime to a. Hence, if x is large 
enough, then 
Fp l a I%p-1 - 1. 
For an integer k with gcd(a, k) 1, we let t (k) be the order of a modulo k. 
We also denote by 1 (k) the index of  apparition of k in the Fibonacci sequence; 
that is, the smallest positive integer g such that k ] Fe. Since F0 = 0, it is easy to see 
that I (k) exists for any k. 
We first note that 
t(Fp) l F,.p 1. 
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We now write 
S 
lip;', 
i 1 
where pl  < "'" < ps are distinct primes and ai are positive integers. 
We let L~ cs ~ + ~3 ~ be the companion Lucas sequence of the Fibonacci 
sequence. We recall the well-known fact that i f  k and g are integers with k --- g 
(mod 2), then 
(3) Fk -- Fz F(k ~)/2L(k+~)/2, 
where 8 = 1 i fk  g (mod4), and 8 = 1 otherwise (see, for instance, [16]). Using 
that F2~ = F~Lk and F~ = F2 = 1, we deduce that i f k  is odd, then 
F~ 1 = F(~-a)/:L(k+a)/: I F(k-a)/2L(k+~)/2F(~+a)/:L(~-a)/: = Fk-lFk+l.  
Similarly, i f  k is even, then 
F~ 1 = F(k-2a)/2L(k+2?,)/2 I F(k-2a)/2L(k+2a)/2F(k+2?,)/2L(k-2a)/2 
Fk 2Fk+2 ,
We now conclude that: 
• i f  m is odd, then F.,p 1 I F.,p_~ F.,p+ ~; 
• i fm is even, then F.,p - 1 I F.,p_2F.,p+> 
Since god(rap + 1, mp - 1) 2 i fm and p are odd and god(rap - 2, mp+ 2) 2 
or 4 if p is odd and m is even, in either case (that is, both when m is odd and when 
m is even), 
gcd(Fmp+r, Fmp-r ) [ Fgcd(mp+r, mp-r) [ F4 = 3, 
for some r c {1, 2} with r m (mod2). Thus, for every i = 1 . . . . .  s, there exists 
r i c{  2, 1,1, 2} such that 
.rJ; ~ I 3F~p+~e. 
Hence, i fwewr i teb i  a i i fp i¢3 ,  andbi a i - l i fp i  3, then 
bi Pi I F~p+~i, for i  1 . . . . .  s. 
We now write 
i=  1 . . . . .  ,} .  
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We have 
s s 
(4) p<<logFp<<t(Fp)=l- - Ip? i<31-- lp~ i . 
i=1  i= l  
Also, it follows from the definition of qp, that 
bi 1 -1  Pi | |  Fk, i 1 . . . . .  s. 
k ~<qp 
Thus, 
s 
1-Ip? 1-I 
i=1  k<~qp 
Recalling that Fk ~< 2 k, we obtain 
(5) 
s 
i=1  k<~qp k<~qp 
A combination of (4) and (5), leads us to the inequality 
(6) qp >> (logp) 1/2. 
Let jp c {1 . . . . .  t} be the smallest positive integer j in the above set with 
I(p~ j) qp. We then get that mp+ r --- 0 (modqp) with some r rj; E {±1, ±2} 
(in fact, we also have m --- r (mod2)). Observe also that p cannot divide qp, for 
otherwise it would follow that p lrjp, which is impossible because 1 ~< Irjpl <~ 2 
and p ~> y > 2 i fx  is sufficiently large. 
The above congruences put m <<. x /p  into at most four arithmetic progressions 
modulo qp. 
This argument shows that for every fixed value of p, the number of acceptable 
values of m is 
+1 . 
Pqp 
Let Q1 be the subset of those n ~ Q such that either p >~ x /y  2 or qp >~ y5/4, Using 
the inequality (7) as well as the bound (6) for p ~ x /y  2, we derive that 
#el 4 
Y4P4X 
p~x/y 2 or  qp~ye/4 
y5/44x P 1 O(  Z + tee)  x ) 4 4r:(x) + Z pqo., , ,1/2 " 
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By the Mertens formula, 
Z1  
- -  << log 2 x .  
p~<x p
Furthermore, from the Prime Number Theorem, we derive 
1 / 
Z p(logp)l/2 << t(logt)3/2 
x/y 2 ~p ~x x/y~ x/y~ 
logx log(x/y 2) 
<< < < - -  
(logx)3/2 
d log t 2 
(logt)3/2 (logx/y:)~/z (logx)~/: 
log y 
(logx)3/2" 
Thus, 
(8) {xlog2x xlogy ) #~1 ~<4r~(x)+ O~ y5/4 + (logx)3/2 " 
Finally, let ~2 Q \ Q1. If n ~ Q2, then m ~< x/p, and m is in one of the four 
arithmetic progressions rp -1 (modqp), with r = ~-1, ~-2. 
By our assumption, qp < y5/4 and y < x/(py) (because p < x/y2). Thus, the 
main result of Balog and Pomerance from [2] concerning the number of smooth 
numbers in an arithmetic progression applies, and it yields 
X 
Pqp 
exp( (1 + o(1))uplogup), 
where up = log(x/p)/log y < u. We thus get immediately from (6) that 
#Q2<<xexp( l+o(1) )u logu)Z  1 
p>y Pqp 
1 
<< x exp(- (1 + o(1))ulogu) Z p(logp)l/2" 
P>Y 
Hence, 
(9) 
X 
Q2 << exp( (1 + o(1))u logu) (logy)l/2. 
Combining (8) and (9), we derive 
(lo) x log 2 x x log y #Q ~< 4=(x) + O yS l~ + (logx)3/2 
x ) 
+ exp((1 + o~l))u logu) " 
Recalling the bounds (1), (2), (10), and the choice of y, we conclude 
(11) I x t  #P(u ,a ;x )~#S+#~+#Q~4~(x)+O (logx)5/4 , 
which finishes the proof of the case (i). 
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In the case (ii); that is, for Mersenne-like sequences with A B + 1, we have 
u~ = (B ~ 1)/(B 1). In this case, the analogue of (3) is 
B 
Un - 1 Un 1 
B 1 
and the previous argument goes through without any modification (in fact, even 
with some simplifications) and the "main term" 47r(x) from (11) can be replaced 
by ~r(x). 
Finally, assume that/3 = c~ - I  . Then the analogue of the formula (3) is 
1_  1). 
~-/3  
The argument from the Fibonacci case can now be adapted by using the primes rci 
in IK Q[c~] sitting above Pi, and working with the orders of c~ modulo rc )~ instead 
of I (p~).  Here, the factor 3 should be replaced by L NK (~2 _ 1), and the integers 
bi are such that rr~ ~ ai ai = 7r i /(gcd(zri , L). Note that each integer bi is well-defined 
in the sense that it depends only on the prime Pi and not on the particular prime 
ideal 7~i (at most two of them) dividing it. Furthermore, bi ai except for a few 
small primes pi. An entirely similar argument leads to the same upper bound as in 
the case of  the Fibonacci sequence, where the main term 4rr(x) can be replaced by 
z~ (x), [] 
3. POLYNOMIAL SEQUENCES 
We start with the case of  arbitrary nonconstant polynomials, and we then get a 
slightly stronger esult for polynomials which split completely over Z. 
Theorem 2. Assume that (un)~>~o is a polynomial sequence u~ f (n ) ,  where 
f (X) c Z[X] is a nonconstantpolynomial with f (n) > O for  n = 0, 1 . . . . .  Then, for  
any base a > 1, we have the bound 
log2x 
#7~ (u, a; x) << x 
logx 
Proof. We let x be a large positive real number and put 
y = (logx) 4a+l, 
where d deg f .  We let 7~ be the set of positive integers n ~< x such that f (n )  does 
not have a prime divisor p in the interval y < p <~ x 1/3, It follows, from standard 
sieve arguments (see, for example, Chapter 2 in [12]), that 
log y 
(12) #7~ << x log x . 
Let Q = 7~(u, a; x) \ 7~. 
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For each n ~ Q, we have p I f (n)  for some prime p with y < p <~ x :/3. 
Since p ] f (n) ,  we also have, p ] a(a fO0-~ 1). Since gcd(p,a)  = 1 if x 
is large enough, we obtain that t (p)  l f (n)  1, where, as before, t(k) denotes 
the order of a modulo k. Since t(p) I P - 1, we have gcd(p,t(p)) 1. Thus, 
f (n) p (mod pt (p)). Note that pt (p) <<. p2 ~ x2/3. We now let 
N(q) max #{0~<n~<q- l :  f(n)=-)~(modq)}. 
o~<~<q-~ 
Since pt (p) < y 2/3, it follows that for every fixed value of),. the number of positive 
integers x 2/3 <~ n < x such that n =- X (modpt(p)) is at most x/pt(p) .  The above 
arguments certainly imply that 
N (pt (p)) 
(13) #Q ~ x 2/3 + x Z 
pt(p) y<p<xl/2 
The Chinese Remainder Theorem immediately implies that N(q) is a multiplicative 
function; namely that N(rs) = N(r)N(s), whenever and s are coprime positive 
integers. Therefore, N(pt (p)) = N (p)N (t (p)) <~ dN (t (p)). 
We now recall that, for any integer )~ and positive integer q, there are O (q 1 l/d) 
solutions to the congruence f (n)  )~ (modq), with 1 ~< n ~< q 1 (see [15]). Hence, 
N(pt (p)) << t (p)l-~/d, which together with (13) leads to 
1 
#QK<x 2/3+x ~_~ 
(p ) i /d  " pt y<p<~xl/2 
Every prime p with t (p) ~< T is a divisor of 
W 1-[ ( a t -  1) <~a 1"(1"+1)/2. 
t<~ T
Thus, the total number of primes p with t (p) ~< T is O (log W) = O (T:). Taking 
T (logx) 2d, we derive 
1 
Z pt(p)l/d 
y<p~xl/2 
1 1 
- p t (p ) l / .  + pt (p ) l / "  
y<p~x 1/2 y<p~x 1/2 
t(p)~<r t(p)>r 
T 2 1 1 (log x) 4d log 2 x 
<<--  + rmrs < < - -  + - -  Y p~<x p Y ( l°gx)2'  
Using the inequality #7 ) (u, a; x) ~< #7~+ #Q, and recalling the choice of y, we finish 
the proof. [] 
I f  we impose extra conditions on f (X )  ~ Z[X], then we can get a better esult. 
Theorem 3. Assume that (un)~>~o is a polynomial sequence u~ f(n), where 
f (X) c Z[X] is a nonconstant polynomial with r distinct roots which splits 
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completely over Z and with f (n) > O for  n O, 1 . . . . .  Then, for  any base a > 1, 
we have the bound 
Y 
#79(u, a; x) << - -  
(log x)r '  
Proof. Assume that 
F 
f (X) = ao 17 Li (X) ai , 
i 1 
where Li (X) aiX q- bi ~ Z[X] are such that gcd(ai, bi) 1 and ~i are positive 
integers. We assume that L1 . . . . .  L~ are distinct linear forms. We also assume that 
r > 1, and that a i > 0 for all i = 0 . . . . .  r. 
We let x be a large positive real number, put 
//log x log log log x "~ 
Y =expt  ( r+ 1) loglogx ) '  
and ,9~ = {n < x: P(L i (n))<.  y for some i = 1 . . . . .  r}. Using again estimate (1) 
with 
U m 
logx (r + 1) loglogx 
log y logloglogx ' 
we get that 
#$1 ~< x exp(--(1 + o(1))u logu) ~< (logx)r+l+o(1) o (lo r " 
We now put ~ for the set of n ~< x not in $1 such that P(Li  (n)) 2 ] Li (n) for some 
i 1 . . . . .  r. It is clear that the cardinality of $2 does not exceed 
p2 << o gx)  " 
P>Y i=1  y (lo 2 
For a positive integer k coprime to a we write again t (k) for the multiplicative order 
of a modulo k. We put 
Q(z) 
Since 
2#Q(z)~< 1--] p~< ]--I ( a~ 1) z~/3 - -  - < a  
p~Q(z)  t<~zl/3 
we get that for any z ~> 1, 
(14) #Q(z) << z 2/3. 
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Let $3 be the set of  positive integers n ~< x not in c~ 1 Uc~ 2 such that P(Li  (n)) • Q(x) 
for some i = 1 . . . . .  r. Fixing p • Q(x), we see that the number o fn  ~<x such that 
P(Li  (n)) = p is certainly at most (aix 4- bi) /p << x /p .  Further, observe that p ~> y 
because n (S~.  Thus, summing up over all the values for i = 1 . . . . .  r, we get 
#83 <<x -- << x 7dQ( t )  << Zp yl  /~ ' 
pc~2(x) y 
p>~y 
where the last estimate above follows from estimate (14) by partial summation. 
Hence, 
o x 
We now consider the set 84 = #(u,a ;x ) \ (S1  U 82 U 83). Each n c 84 has the 
property that Li(n) Pimi <~ x, where pi > y, t(pi) > p~/3 and P(mi) < pi 
for every i 1 . . . . .  r. Fix some index i 1 . . . . .  r and the number Q > yl/3. I f  
t (pi ) = Q, then Q ] pi 1. Furthermore, Q ] f (n ) 1. Writing 
mi Pi - bi 
ai 
we get that 
f (n )  = ao(miPi) ai E aj 4- bj 
j¢ i  
~j~r  
ao 
-- ayi (miPi)"i 1--I (ajmipi + cj,i) aJ, 
j¢i 
l~j~r 
where 
cj, i bjai - biaj and ?'i Z ~k, i, j 1 . . . . .  r. 
kCi 
l<~k~r 
Since Q [ f (n )  1, and Q [ pi 1, we get that Q ] f (mi), where 
fi (X) aoX ~ 1-I (a jX  4- cj, i) aj - a ~'i 
1 " 
j¢i 
~<<.j<<.,. 
For each one of  those mi, Pi is a prime with pi --- 1 (mod Q) and pi <~ x/mi .  Thus, 
the number of such primes is at most x /mi  Q (the above upper bound is a bound 
on all possible numbers k <~ x/mi  with k --- 1 (mod Q) except for the number k 1 
itself since this is certainly not a prime). 
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We now let T/be the set o fn  ~ S4 such that 
In this case, it is clear that mi >> Q1/d. 
Let gi (X) be the product of all distinct irreducible divisors of f/(X). Thus, gi (X) 
has a non-zero discriminant. We now define the function 
sa(k) 1-I p[Np/dq , 
plk 
where 
k H p~p 
plk 
is the prime number factorisation of k. Clearly, S d (k)  ~ k l/d, 
We note that f/(mi) --- 0 (mod Q) implies that gi(mi) =- 0 (modsd(Q)). By the 
famous Nagell-Ore theorem (see [14] for its strongest known form) this puts mi 
into O (d °~(sd(Q))) = QOO) residue classes modulo sa (Q). 
Thus, the first admissible value of mi within each residue class is of order at least 
Q1/a, while for k ~> 2 the kth value is at least (k - 1)sa(Q) ~> ksd(Q)/2. 
Hence, the contribution Ti(Q) to #T/from each fixed Q is 
x ( 1 1 <~xl )
Ti(Q) << Ql+o(1) Q1/a + Sd(Q ) g~ <~ 
x log x 
Ql+l/d+o(1)" 
Summing up over all the values of Q > yl/3, we get that the total number of values 
does not exceed 
x log x 
Ql+l/d+o(1) 
i fx  is large and uniformly in Q > yl/3. Summing up over all the values of Q, we 
get that 
~< x logx Z #Ti 
Q>yl/3 
Ql+l/d+o(1) #'<" yl/3d+o(1) o ( logx)  r , 
It remains to bound the cardinality of the set 
85 =&\ l 
We note that the conditions 
fi(mi) 0 (modQ) and 
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lead to the equation fi (mi) 0 if x is large. So, mi takes at most d values which do 
not depend on n. For each choice o fmi  . . . . .  m,. with f / (mi)  = O, i = 1 . . . . .  r, from 
Li (n) = mi Pi , eliminating n, we derive 
a lmi l i  a imlP l  -- a ib l  + a lb i ,  i 1, . . . ,  r. 
Since ai, bi, mi are fixed and aibj L ajbi for all i ~ j ,  we get, by Brun's 
method (see Theorem 2.2 in [12]), that the number of such primes Pl ~< alx + bl 
is O(x / ( logx)" ) ,  which implies that #85 << x / ( logx)" ,  and thus completes the 
proof. [] 
It seems that the bound of Theorem 3 cannot be improved without some 
additional assumptions. Indeed, let f (n )  n(2n - 1). Conjecturally, for some 
absolute constant c > 0 there are at least cx / ( logx)  2 primes p ~< x with p 
1 (mod8) and such that q = 2p 1 is prime too (see [3,4]). For such primes p, 
f (p ) - I  p (2p-1) -1  (p -1 ) (2p+l ) i samul t ip leo fp - landp l2  p 1-1 ,  
while q 2p - 1 I 2 (q 1)/2 _ 1 2 p 1 _ 1, because q --- 1 (mod8), so 2 is a 
quadratic residue modulo q. This shows that pq = f (p )  I 2p- I  1 ] 2 f (p ) - I  1, 
therefore f (p )  is a base 2-pseudoprime. 
We now consider the polynomial f (n )  n 2. Assume that p is a Wieferich prime 
with respect to the base a, namelythat  p21a  p 1_  1. Then p -  1 I f (p2)_  1, 
therefore f (p )  is a base a pseudoprime for such primes p. Thus any asymptotic 
improvement of Theorem 3 (with r = 1) leads to the conclusion that the set of base 
a Wieferich primes is of relative density zero (in the set of all primes). Although 
this is likely to be correct, proving such a result seems to be out of reach nowadays. 
4. VALUES OF THE EULER FUNCTION 
Theorem 4. Assume that u~ = cp(n) fo r  n = 1, 2 . . . . .  Then, for  any base a > 1, the 
inequality 
#7) (u, a; x) ~< x exp( -  (1 + o(1) )L(x) )  
holds, where 
L (x )  
logx log log logx 
2 log log x 
Proof. Clearly, U °(~0-I I ~(n) and ~o(n) is even if n > 2. Thus, if q)(n) > 1 is a 
base a pseudoprime, then 2 °~(~0-1 I cp(n) I a( ae(~O-I 1) and q)(n) 1 is odd. This 
shows that 2 °)(~) 1 I a(a - 1), therefore oJ(n) <~ 41oglal + 1. Ifq)(n) m is known, 
and oJ (n) * is also known, then the number of numbers n with the above two 
properties does not exceed 2*rz(m) ~< (2r(m)) *, where rz(m) is the number of 
ways of  representing m as a product of g positive integers (and r(m) = r2(m)). 
Indeed, given a representation al ... a, m, for each of the positive integers ai, the 
equation ai pa 1 (p _ 1) has at most two solutions. The first possibility is a 1 
and p = ai + l,  while the second is c~ > l,  in which case p = P (a~ ), and c~ 1 is the 
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multiplicity of P(ai) in ai. Thus, given the value of  m ~o(n), the number n ~< x 
can take at most 
(2"c(m)) 41°glal+l exp(O(  logx 
\ log logx) )  
values. Since m is a base a pseudoprime, we know (see [17]), that the number of 
values for m ~< x does not exceed x exp(L (x ) )  for large x (in fact, this statement 
has been proved in [17] only for values o fm coprime to a, but a slight modification 
of the argument shows that the above bound holds without this assumption). The 
desired result now follows. [] 
5. REMARKS 
Clearly, our choices of  y in the proofs of  Theorems 1, 2 and 3 are not optimal. In 
particular, the error term in (11) can be improved. This however does not affect the 
final results. 
It is likely that Theorem 1 holds for more general sequences, for example, for 
all Lucas sequences, but we have been unable to prove this. For example, we do 
not know how to show that 3 ~ U is a base 2 pseudoprime only on a set of  n of 
asymptotic density zero. The main obstacle in getting such an extension is the lack 
of (3), or of  an appropriate analogue of it, for other sequences. 
It is probably quite realistic to expect hat the factor log 2 x can be eliminated from 
the bound of Theorems 2 by using more elaborate sieving arguments. 
There are some other types of  pseudoprimes, uch as elliptic, Lucas, Frobenius 
and Dickson pseudoprimes, which would be interesting to study too (see [6,9,10] 
and re ferences therein). 
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